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After a decade of concern about possible O3 depletion
by CFCs Farman et al (1985) reported their discovery of
the Antarctic Ozone hole.
Much research, including a number of US-led field
campaigns, established the basic facts in Antarctica.
What about the Arctic ?
1987-90 A German- French scientific initiative
Ground-based stations and first balloon flights from
Kiruna: CHEOPS I ‘87, CHEOPS II 1987/88, CHEOPS III
1989/90
1989 NASA AASE Airborne Artic Stratospheric
Expedition: ER2 and DC8 from Stavanger, Norway

Research Questions, circa late 1980s

Is there loss in the Arctic similar to in the
Antarctic?
What about the populated middle latitudes?
What about the future?

Some personal background
J . A . Pyle
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correspondingly enhanced. Thus photochemical processes produce a minihe ratio of HCI to the other chlorine species there (see Fig. 12). This feature
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1980s models predict O3
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s section the influence of the chlorine species on atmospheric ozone will polar
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these calculations. Furthermore, the modelled chlorine
species revealed
l uncertainties.
It is, therefore, in the qualitative, rather than the quantitative,
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e 17 is a latitude-time section of the percentage difference in total ozone
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Figure 18

of the percentage reduction in ozone concentration between runs R1 and R2 corwith the
90~release histories used, to March 1992. Areas where the ozone concentration
has increased in R2 are shaded.

and R2, during one model year, corresponding roughly to the year 1992.
bvious features are significant variations in the depletion with latitude and
ming the results of a previous calculation with simplified chemistry (PYLE,
minimum in the depletion occurs in low latitudes where the total ozone is
U.I
; maximum
depletions occur in high latitudes in spring when the total
c)
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maximum. Since the maximum depletions occur in high latitudes near to
ght it5 is clear that atmospheric dynamics, as well as photochemistry, plays
termining the calculated pattern of ozone reduction.
dication of the reasons for the particular pattern of ozone depletion can
y considering Fig. 18, a cross-section of the percentage reduction in ozone
n during March of the year shown in Fig. t7. Maximum percentage
n ozone are found at about 40 kin. Since absorption of solar radiation by
ominant feature of the radiation budget at this height, the inclusion of the
tween the ozone concentration, radiative heating and the circulation
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be important.
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ularly interesting feature is the increase
MONTH in the ozone concentration found
~ reduction
orial lower stratosphere.
This inis total
due ozone
to the so-called 'self-healing' effect.
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recognize this as a chemistry/climate
problem (Haigh and Pyle, 1982).

Some personal background
Statistical analysis of longterm data in 1990 showed
wintertime loss at northern
mid-latitudes. Could it be
ozone loss in air processed
in cold Arctic?
(Harris, PhD thesis,1989.)

INVOLVEMENT OF EUROPEAN COMMISSION IN OZONE RESEARCH

1987 Montreal Protocol
Immediate reaction of European Commission DG XII,
Heinrich OTT, head division Environment

1989 Creation of Ozone science panel, Chair G.Megie
& European Ozone Research Coordinating Unit (EORCU)

in Cambridge, R. A. Cox, J. Pyle, N. R.P. Harris

Oct 90 First European Workshop on Polar Stratospheric
Ozone, Schliersee: Latest results on polar ozone.
Plans for a European campaign

1990-91: European Arctic Stratospheric Ozone Experiment
(EASOE) campaign prepared by Core Group (J.A.Pyle,

N.R.P.Harris, J.C.Farman, F.Arnold, G.Braathen,
R.A.Cox, P.Faucon, R.L.Jones, G.Megie, A.O'Neill,
U.Platt, J-P.Pommereau, U.Schmidt and F.Stordal).
Instrument development.

EASOE
European Arctic Stratospheric Ozone Experiment
Nov 91-Apr 92

> 300 scientists + Russian

16 Ground-Based sites
Ozonesondes at 22 European sites (1057 launches)
SAOZ at Ittoqqootoormit

Ny Alesund, NILU and Alfred
Wegener Institute

SAOZ
stations

ALOMAR Lidar station

Ozone Mapping Center
Aristotle University of Thessaloniki

Plus Laboratory Chemistry, Modelling,
Central data-base at NILU

3 Research aircraft from Arena Arctica in Kiruna

F- Fokker ARAT

D-Falcon

D-Transall

Swiss
Learjet

Arena Arctica
picture

EASOE Strategy:
• Frequently repeated flights of core
balloon instruments (CFCs, N2O; H2O;
NO2) to stablish ‘climatology’
• Flights of complex payloads with more
comprehensive constituent coverage (eg
MIPAS)
• Regular sondes for O3 & particles across
European Arctic and mid-latitudes
• Ground-based network
• Aircraft
• Excellent met support (ECMWF, UK MetO)
• Strong chemical modelling element

43 stratospheric balloons
operated by CNES from
ESRANGE in Kiruna
during EASOE

Trajectories. Comparisonof thesetwo situationsshow
thatthe preciselocationof the coldtemperature
poolrelative
to the vortex, and hencerelative to the horizontalgradientof
availablechlorine,will be critical in determiningthe amount
of active chlorine. Although our estimateof the chlorine
activatedon 18 Januaryis not so large as earlier in the
month,it is still considerablylarger thantypical mid latitude
values. Note also that this air is outside the highest PV
gradientsand hence,possibly,outsidethe vortex edge. If
this air could be transportedto middle latitudes,significant
ozonelosscould occur. To checkthis hypothesisforward
trajectorieswere run, startingfrom more than one thousand
locations, at 1ø x 1ø resolution, on 18 January. The
trajectoriesall startedwithin the area of possiblechlorine
activation,here denotedby the 195K contour. The threedimensionaltrajectorieswere calculatedin a forecastrun of
the UGAMP model initialisedwith the analysisof the 18
January.The UGAMP GCM [seeLary et al., 1993] is based
on cycle 27 of the ECMWF model. During EASOE good
agreementbetweenforecastandanalysiswasgenerallyfound
up to aboutseven[Carveret al., this issue].
The calculatedtrajectoriesare shownin Figure3. Figure
3a showsthe initial locationof pointson the 50mb surface.
Figure 3b, 22 January,shows that the parcels have been
stretchedaroundthe vortexedge(seeFigure5). Someof the
parcelsoverSiberiaare separating
andsubsequendy
(Figure

Schmidt et
al, 1994
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Repeated balloon obs
confirmed the vortex was
isolated, variable
and could
3c, d) moveto middlelatitudes.A numberof featuresare
evidentin Figure3c showing
25 January,
day7 of therun.
impact middle
latitudes
First,themajority
of thetrajectory
endpoints
in Figure3c
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definetheedgeof thevortexandnoneof thetrajectories
are
founddeepwithinthe vortex. Thereis no evidence
of
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. 1. Verticalprofilesof theCC12F
2 mixingratioobserved
in theregionof theArcticpolarvortex

ring
EASOE.The different
symbols
indicate
thethreedifferent
typesofwholeairsamplers
and

ntifythelocationrelativeto thevortexboundary.
Theyareexplained
in thetext.

CI3 andCC14[WMO, 1992]'

x CC12F
2 + 3 x CCI3F+ 3 x C2C13F
3

3 x CH3CC13+ CH3C1+ 4 x CCI4
sesare long-lived.Therefore,correlations
xing ratios of thesegasesobtainedfrom

servationsare expected to be compact

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

November
1991andthecalculated
profileof ZClorgare
compared
in Figure3. Theverticalgradient
of EClorg
is

strongerthanthatof CC12F
2 becauseof the rapiddecrease
of
the CC13F,CC14and CH3CC13mixing ratiosin the lower
stratosphere.
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1992]. Figure2 showsthat the expected

ation
cxistalsoforCC12F
2 andZ Clorg.
It is

simultaneousprofile observationsthat we
hree balloonflights of KFA cryosamplers

2000

profilesplottedin Figure 1 were obtained
llectedwith the KFA grabsampler,
which
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Carver
et al, ‘94

Chlorine activated at low temperatures

Low
temperatures

Bell et al, 1994

•1994 and 1995 SESAME (Second Arctic and
Middle latitudes European Campaign),
extension of GB network, many balloon
flights, 2 aircraft + Concorde
•Ongoing: MATCH ozonesondes for O3 loss
•1996 Geophysica aircraft Rovaniemi
Finland
•1998 THESEO Third Arctic and Middle lats
•2000 SOLVE-THESEO: US-Europe Arctic
Ozone Campaign, G-B, 25 balloon flights,
long duration balloon flights in polar vortex

SOL

SOL

18 - 6

18 - 6

Ozone loss occurred

REX ET AL.: CHEMICAL DEPLETION OF ARCTIC OZONE

REX ET AL.: CHEMICAL DEPLETION OF ARCTIC OZONE

Figure 4. (a) The vortex-averaged peak vmr of ClO from ASUR. The data obtained by ASUR on several
flights has been averaged into 5 – 7 day bins. Only measurements inside the polar vortex at solar zenith
angles less than 87! have been used. Vertical distribution of the ozone loss (b) per sunlit time and (c) per
day. The black contours show the 4.106 km2 isoline of APSC (cf. Figure 2b). The black dotted lines show
the subsidence of air masses as derived from SLIMCAT (see section 5 and Rex et al. [1999] for details).
The altitudes of the peaks in the ClO profiles from ASUR are also shown (black bars in Figure 4b; the
corresponding dotted lines represent the estimated uncertainties of the retrieval, under the assumption of a
sufficiently symmetric ClO profile). Vertically integrated chemical ozone loss rate in the column of air
between ! = 400 and 575 K in loss (d) per sunlit hour and (e) per day.

Ozone loss occurred – throughout the vortex
17 December ‘94

Airborne lidar
measurements

24 January ‘95

Wirth & Renger, 1996

Arctic Ozone column reduction
from SAOZ network since 1994

2011

Loss derived from combination of
observations and model.
Courtesy Jean-Pierre Pommereau
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with lower latitude air.
In the southern hemisphere, two examples were given where, again, the comb
of data and model indicated that air, sampled in middle latitudes, had previous
activated in polar latitudes. This air must have contributed to middle-latitude
loss.
A further case was considered in the northern hemisphere when, during a pe
which the polar vortex became particularly disturbed, a region of high C10 wa
sured well outside the vortex by the MLS instrument on UARS. Model calcu
suggested that a 'blob' of activated air did indeed leave the vortex although th

Improved numerical models
Increasingly sophisticated 3D
models forced by
meteorological analyses
could reproduce observed
atmospheric structures…
View Article Online
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Fig. 9 As Fig. 4,for 10-11 October 1994

…..including high resolution
ER2 measurements of ClO

View

SESAME and ASHOE Campaigns
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iversity of Cambridge on 30/08/2017 16:29:18.
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Fig. 4 Modelled (---) and measured (-)
C10 (ppb by volume) on 1-2 June 1994. The
tal axis indicates time in s. 86.4 x lo3 s marks the transition between 1 June and 2 June.
nary analyses of the data collected by the Harvard instrument on the ER-2 are shown by
line. TOMCAT model results, interpolated in space and time onto the aircraft flight t

Pyle et al, 1995

Ozone @ ~20km
7 March 2000

Large ozone
loss inside
polar vortexchlorine
chemistry
initiated by
low
temperatures

Ozone at ~20km

Approx.
70%
depletion
by spring

Sinnhuber et
al, 2000

Middle latitude ozone change

Jrrar et al

• Dynamical
variability
• In situ loss
• Transport of
loss from
Arctic vortex

SUMMARY
Coordinated European action:
• Built a community of researchers
• Laid foundation for improved understanding &
contribution to Montreal Protocol
The campaigns:
v characterized the polar vortex
v improved understanding of fundamental
processes (eg PSCs)
v determined O3 loss by a number of techniques
v demonstrated links to middle latitude loss
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Ozone ‘recovery’
Climate-induced
‘super-recovery’

The modelled response of O3 to
changing concentrations of ODS and
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